Epidermal differentiation in the developing scales of embryos of the Australian scincid lizard Lampropholis guichenoti.
Formation of the first epidermal layers in the embryonic scales of the lizard Lampropholis guichenoti was studied by optical and electron microscopy. Morphogenesis of embryonic scales is similar to the general process in lizards, with well-developed overlapping scales being differentiated before hatching. The narrow outer peridermis is torn and partially lost during scale morphogenesis. A second layer, probably homologous to the inner peridermis of other lizard species, but specialized to produce lipid-like material, develops beneath the outer peridermis. Two or three lipogenic layers of this type develop in the forming outer surface of scales near to the hinge region. These layers form a structure here termed "sebaceous-like secretory cells." These cells secrete lipid-like material into the interscale space so that the whole epidermis is eventually coated with it. This lipid-like material may help to reduce friction and to reduce accumulation of dirt between adjacent extremely overlapping scales. At the end of their differentiation, the modified inner periderm turns into extremely thin cornified cells. The layer beneath the inner peridermis is granulated due to the accumulation of keratohyalin-like granules, and forms a shedding complex with the oberhautchen, which develops beneath. Typically tilted spinulae of the oberhautchen are formed by the aggregation of tonofilaments into characteristically pointed cytoplasmic outgrowths. Initially, there is little accumulation of beta-keratin packets in these cells. During differentiation, the oberhautchen layer merges with cells of the beta-keratin layer produced underneath, so that a typical syncytial beta-keratin layer is eventually formed before hatching. Between one-fourth distal and the scale tip, the dermis under epidermal cells is scarce or absent so that the mature scale tip is made of a solid rod of beta-keratinized cells. At the time of hatching, differentiation of a mesos layer is well advanced, and the epidermal histology of scales corresponds to Stage 5 of an adult shedding cycle. The present study confirms that the embryonic sequence of epidermal stratification observed in other species is basically maintained in L. guichenoti.